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Abstract: This paper takes the high-speed permanent magnet synchronous motor （HSPMSM） control system for 
electric environment control as the research object. Considering that researches on sensorless control of HSPMSM 
mainly focuses on algorithm realization and rotor estimation error elimination， we proposes a global stability analysis 
and parameter design method based on small-signal analysis for sensorless control in full-speed. This method designs 
the parameters of the position estimation loop based on extended back electromotive force （EMF） method， and 
studies the influence of the parameters of position estimation loop and speed loop on system stability. Then we uses 
the root locus to design the upper frequency of I/f control and the lower frequency of extended back EMF method to 
determine the stable domain of switching. Also， the sensitivity of motor parameters under high temperature are 
analyzed. Finally， full-speed experiment is carried out on the 45 kW， 40 000 r/min surface mounted HSPMSM for 
electric environment control. The result shows that the designed loop parameters and switching speed achieve better 
dynamic and steady-state performance， and the sensitivity of parameter is consistent with the theoretical analysis. It 
provides a feasible idea for global parameter design and sensitivity analysis of HSPMSM in the full-speed.
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0 Introduction 

With the technology progress， the demand for 
low cost， low carbon emissions， high security and 
other aspects of the aviation industry is increasing. 
The aviation system is undergoing a transition from 
mechanical， hydraulic and pneumatic power sys‑
tems to electrification［1］. The aircraft’s original way 
of environmental control is to bring hot air from en‑
gine through thermodynamic cycle system to obtain 
a certain pressure and temperature of air to supply 
the cabin. With the development of aircraft electrifi‑
cation， electric environmental control system has be‑
come the direction of concern. The system uses a 
high-speed motor to drive a compressor with high 
pressurization ratio to introduce and compress the 

external air of aircraft， and uses an electric stamping 
air fan to meet the requirements of pressurization 
temperature control in cabin. This environmental 
control method reduces the compensation loss of en‑
gine fuel， while the structure of the engine system is 
simplified and the reliability is improved due to the 
cancel of air-entraining subsystems or compo‑
nents［2-4］. The B787 environmental control system 
of Boeing adopts the electric environmental control 
system， cancels the traditional engine air entrain‑
ing， and uses the electric compressor to provide the 
compressed air for the air conditioning system［5］.

Considering the high energy density， simple ro‑
tor structure and high reliability of high-speed per‑
manent magnet synchronous motor（HSPMSM）， it 
is suitable for electric environment control sys‑
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tem［6-7］. HSPMSM drive control system is one of 
the key technologies of electric environment control 
system. In Ref.［8］， a method was proposed to ob‑
tain the back electromotive force （EMF） of the mo‑
tor by using direct axis voltage model， the rotor po‑
sition is tracked by PI controller， and then analyzes 
the relationship between the bandwidth of estima‑
tion loop， speed loop and current loop. Based on 
Ref.［8］， Ref.［9］ designed the estimated loop pa‑
rameters by using damping ratio and natural angular 
frequency. Ref.［10］ used the sensorless control 
method based on maximum torque-current ratio of 
hybrid high-frequency injection， combined it with 
extended back EMF method to achieve sensorless 
control in whole speed range， and solved the estima‑
tion angle error caused by the motor saturation ef‑
fect. It can be seen that current research on sensor‑
less control system of HSPMSM mainly focuses on 
algorithm realization， parameter design and rotor es‑
timation error elimination. However， there is no uni‑
fied design method and good guiding principle for 
overall stability analysis and parameter sensitivity 
analysis of sensorless control system of HSPMSM 
in whole speed range.

Aiming at global parameter design and parame‑
ter robustness analysis of HSPMSM with sensor‑
less control， a full-speed stability analysis and de‑
sign system based on small-signal root locus analy‑
sis method is proposed. Firstly， the small-signal 
model of full speed sensorless control method com ‑
bined with I/f startup control method and extended 
back EMF method is established. Secondly， the po‑
sition estimation loop and outside loop parameters 
are designed by combining the small-signal analysis 
method and root locus curve. The speed ranges of 
stable operation of the I/f method and the extended 
back EMF method are obtained through stability 
analysis， and the switching speed is determined 
based on this. At the same time， the sensitivity anal‑
ysis of the change of resistance and inductance 
caused by the high temperature condition and induc‑
tance saturation effect is carried out. Finally， the ex‑
perimental prototype is developed， and the experi‑
mental platform of HSPMSM for electric environ‑
ment control is built. The experiment verifies the ef‑
fectiveness of parameter design， and the correctness 
of sensitivity analysis.

1 Sensorless Control in Full‑Speed

1. 1 Control strategy of I/f constant current 
variable frequency startup

Since the back EMF in the low-speed section is 
very small， it is difficult to extract the position infor‑
mation. The method of estimating the rotor position 
by the back EMF of the motor is almost impossible 
in the zero-low-speed section［11］. At present， the 
V/f control method and the I/f control method are 
commonly used in low-speed section［12-14］.

This paper adopts the open-loop start-up con‑
trol strategy of the I/f constant current variable fre‑
quency method. By using a slope function as a given 
speed， the angle Δθ* for coordinate transformation 
is obtained by integrating it. There is a deviation an‑
gle Δθ* between the determined coordinate system 
by the open loop and the actual rotor coordinate sys‑
tem. According to the motion equation of the mo‑
tor， the setting range of the starting speed slope Kωr 
and its calculation relationship with the torque cur‑
rent iq

* can be obtained as

T e - TL = J
dωr

dt
+ Bωr (1)

Kωr = dωr

dt
< 1

J ( )3
2 pψ f i*

q cos Δθ - TL - Bωr (2)

where Te is the electromagnetic torque； TL the load 
torque； J the rotational inertia； ωr the angular fre‑
quency； B the frictional coefficient； p the number of 
pole pairs； and ψf the permanent flux.

1. 2 Sensorless control strategy and smooth 
switching method based on extended back 
EMF

Since the load of the high-speed motor for elec‑
tric environment control is fan load， the load in‑
creases with speed， and it is easy to lose stability un‑
der I/f control. Therefore， in the middle and high 
speed section， the speed and position information 
are usually obtained by calculating the physical quan‑
tity containing the speed information of the motor 
through sampling. The commonly used methods in‑
clude the flux linkage observation method， the mod‑
el reference adaptive method and the sliding mode 
observer method［15-17］. This paper adopts the sensor‑
less control method based on the extended back 
EMF model of the motor. The estimated value of 
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extended back EMF is obtained by using the axial 
voltage equation， and then the rotor position estima‑
tion is obtained by adjusting the phase locked loop. 
The spatial vector diagram of PMSM is shown in 
Fig.1， where α‑β axis is the two-phase stationary co‑
ordinate system； d-q axis the two-phase rotating co‑
ordinate system； γ-δ axis the two-phase rotating co‑
ordinate system estimated by sensorless algorithm； 
θ the actual rotor angle；θ̂ the estimation of rotor an‑
gle； and θe the error between actual angle and esti‑
mated angle.

According to the voltage equation of PMSM in 
the d-q rotating coordinate system， the observation 
value of axial extended back EMF can be obtained， 
as shown in Eq.（3）， in which the current differen‑
tial term is omitted.

êγ = ν∗
γ - Rs iγ + ω̂ r L ∗

q iδ (3)
where êγ is the observation value of direct axial ex‑
tended back EMF； ν∗

γ the direct axis voltage ob‑
tained by current loop controller； Rs the stator resis‑
tance； iγ the feedback value of direct axis current； 
ω̂ r the estimate angular velocity after filtering； L *

q 
the estimated value of direct axis inductance； and iδ 
the cross axis inductance feedback value.

Since the γ -axis extended back EMF estimate 
êγ= E *

ex sinθ e， when θe is approximately 0， sinθe≈
θe， and êγ≈ E *

exθe. E *
ex is the estimation of the ex‑

tended back EMF amplitude. Therefore， the ex‑
tended back EMF error can be adjusted by PI regu‑
lator， and the given value is 0， so the estimated ro‑
tor angular velocity is

ω̂ 0 = -(Kpe + Kie

s ) êγ (4)

where Kpe， Kie are PI regulator parameters and ω̂ 0 is 
the estimate angular velocity before filtering.

The block diagram of speed and rotor position 

estimation is shown in Fig.2.

In order to reduce the high frequency ripple， 
the low-pass filter is introduced to calculate the ro‑
tor speed. The cut-off frequency of the low-pass fil‑
ter is ωc. The principle block diagram of rotor posi‑
tion estimation based on phase locked loop is shown 
in Fig.3.

Since there is a deviation between the angle of 
I/f method for coordinate transformation and the es‑
timated angle obtained by the extended back EMF 
method， direct switching will produce current shock 
and motor instability. In order to achieve smooth 
transition， this paper adopts the method of introduc‑
ing weighted correction factor kθ， and uses θ* in 
open-loop startup process. The transition process 
transits to the estimation angle θ̂ through the weight‑
ed correction factor kθ. The specific use of coordi‑
nate system angle is expressed as

θ =
ì

í

î

ïïïï

ïïïï

θ ∗

( )1 - kθ θ ∗ + kθ ⋅ θ̂

θ̂

t < talter1

talter1 ≤ t ≤ talter2

t > talter2

(5)

where talter1 is the switch start time and talter2 the 
switching end time.

When t=talter1 and kθ=0， kθ increases in switch‑
ing process. When t=talter2 and kθ =1， the slope of kθ 
determines the switching speed. The larger the 
slope of kθ， the faster the response speed of current 
loop and speed loop is required. The experiment is 
selected according to the expected switching speed.

As shown in Fig.4， the full-speed sensorless 
control block diagram can be obtained. The I/f con‑
trol is used at zero low speed. When the switching 
signal is given， smooth switching control is carried 

Fig.1　Permanent magnet synchronous motor space vector

Fig.2　Block diagram of speed estimation

Fig.3　Rotor position estimation based on phase locked loop
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out. After switching is completed， it runs under sen‑
sorless control based on extended back EMF method.

2 Small Signal Stability Analysis 

The traditional loop parameters designed 
through engineering experience are difficult to en‑
sure the stability of the system， and the switching 
point selected without determining the stability 
boundary is difficult to ensure successful switching， 
and the change of resistance and inductance under 
high temperature and saturation effects affect the sta‑
bility of the control system. In view of the above 
problems， this paper proposes a design method of 
sensorless estimation loop and outer loop parame‑
ters， the selection interval of the switching speed 
and the parameter sensitivity analysis by using the 
small-signal analysis method.

2. 1 Sensorless control strategy and smooth 
switching method based on extended back 
EMF

In order to analyze the stability of the system， 
a small-signal modeling of sensorless control system 
based on the extended back EMF method is carried 
out. The voltage and current conversion relationship 
between the two coordinate axes is

é
ë
êêêê ù

û
úúúúνd

νq

= é
ë
êêêê ù

û
úúúúcos θ e -sin θ e

sin θ e cos θ e

é
ë
êêêê ù

û
úúúúν*

γ

ν*
δ

(6)

é
ë
êêêê ù
û
úúúúid

iq

= é
ë
êêêê ù

û
úúúúcos θ e -sin θ e

sin θ e cos θ e

é
ë
êêêê ù
û
úúúúiγ

iδ

(7)

where it is considered that the given PWM inverter 
is consistent with the output， which is ν*

γ = νγ，ν*
δ=

νδ. The state equation of PMSM is established as
ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

pid = 1
Ld

( )νd - Rs id + ωr Lq iq

piq = 1
Lq

( )νq - Rs iq - ωr Ld id - ωr ψ

pωr = P 2

4J { }ψiq + ( )Ld - Lq id iq - P
2J

TL

(8)

The expression of the speed loop PI controller 
is

pw 1 = ω *
r - ω̂ r,i*

q = Kps( ω *
r - ω̂ r ) + Kis w 1 (9)

The expression of d-axis current loop PI con‑
troller is

pw 2 = i*
d - iγ,ν*

γ = Kpd ( i*
d - iγ)+ Kid w 2 (10)

The expression of q-axis current loop PI con‑
troller is

pw 3 = i*
q - iδ,ν*

δ = Kpq( i*
q - iδ)+ Kiq w 3 (11)

The expression of estimated loop PI controller 
is

pw 4 = e*
γ,ω̂ 0 = -Kpe e*

γ - Kie w 4 (12)
where p is the differential operator； w1， w2， w3， w4 
are the intermediate variables； Kps， Kis， Kpd， Kid， 
Kpq， Kiq the PI controller parameters of speed loop， 
d-axis current loop， and q-axis current loop. respec‑
tively； ωr

*， id
*， iq

* the reference values of speed， d-

axis current， and q-axis current， respectively； sub‑
scripts γ， δ the d， q-axis variables in the estimated 

Fig.4　Full-speed position sensorless control block
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coordinate system.
Low-pass filtering the estimated speed is

pω̂r = -ωc ω̂r + ωc ω̂ (13)
where ωc is the cut-off frequency of low-pass filter； 
and ω̂ r the estimated rotational speed after low-pass 
filter.

The expression for sensorless estimation angle 
error is

pθ e = ω̂ r - ωr (14)
By applying a small disturbance to the system 

in a steady state， each variable in the system will 
generate a certain increment near the steady state 
value， and the state quantity in Eq.（8） can be ex‑
pressed as a linear increment， the linearized equa‑
tion of state expression can be obtained as

pΔx s = A s Δx s + B s Δu s + BT ΔTL (15)
where xs is the system state variable， and u s the in‑
put variable

ì
í
î

ïï

ïïïï

Δx s = [ ]Δid Δiq Δωr
T

Δu s = [ ]Δνd Δνq
T

(16)

Under small disturbance signal， the angle esti‑
mation error is no longer zero， and can be consid‑
ered as an infinitesimal quantity， so the voltage and 
current relationship in Eqs.（6，7） are

ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï

Δνd = Δν*
γ - νq0 Δθ e

Δνq = Δν*
δ + νd0 Δθ e

Δiγ = Δid + iq0 Δθ e

Δiδ = Δiq - id0 Δθ e

(17)

Substitute Eq.（17） into the controller output 
state equation and the rotational speed filter equa‑
tion， namely Eqs.（9—14）， the state variable equa‑
tion of the following form can be obtained， shown as

pΔw= Aw Δw+ A x Δx s + B r Δr (18)
ì
í
î

ïï

ïïïï

Δw= [ ]Δω̂ r Δw 1 Δw 2 Δw 3 Δw 4 Δθ e
T

Δr= [ ]Δi*
d Δω *

r
T

(19)

where Δr is an external given amount.
At the same time， the input quantity Δu s in 

PMSM is also expressed as a state variable， i.e.
Δu s = Fw Δw+ F x Δx s + F r Δr (20)

Substituting Eq.（20） into the PMSM state 
equation， the complete system state equation of the 
control system is obtained as

p é
ë
êêêê ù

û
úúúúΔx s

Δw
= é
ë
êêêê

ù
û
úúúúA s + B sF x B sFw

A x Aw

é
ë
êêêê ù

û
úúúúΔx s

Δw
+

é
ë
êêêê ù

û
úúúúB sF r

B r

Δr+ é
ë
êêêê ù

û
úúúúBT

0
ΔTL (21)

According to the linear system theory， in 

Eq.（21）， the matrix é
ë
êêêê

ù
û
úúúúA s + B sF x B sFw

A x Aw

 is the 

state matrix of the system， see the Appendix for 
specific values.

For a continuous-time linear steady-state con‑
trol system， the necessary and sufficient condition 
for asymptotic stability inside the system is that the 
eigenvalues of the state matrix are all in the left half-
plane， and the eigenvalues of the system are ob‑
tained as

| sI- A( X ) |= 0 (22)

Since the open-loop I/f control algorithm is cur‑
rent-loop control， the system model is repeated 
with the above-mentioned parts， and will not be re‑
peated here. The system state matrix is shown in 
the Appendix.

2. 2 Design of rotor position estimator parame‑

ters and outer loop parameters　

Usually， the parameter design is carried out by 
bandwidth and phase margin of angle loop. The 
phase margin and bandwidth of angle estimation 
loop can be calculated as

ì
í
î

ïïïï

ïïïï

||Gk( )jωg Gc( )jωg Gp( )jωg = 1

ϕm = arg [ ]Gk( )jωg Gc( )jωg Gp( )jωg + π
(23)

where ωg is the angle loop bandwidth； and ϕm the 
phase margin. The expressions of bandwidth and 
phase margin can be obtained by solving Eq.（23）， 
i.e.

ì

í

î

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ωg = K 2
1 + K 4

1 + 4K 2
2

2

ϕm = arctan Kpe

Kie

K 2
1 + K 4

1 + 4K 2
2

2

(24)

where K1 = E *
exKpe， K2 = E *

exKie.
Express Kpe and Kie in terms of bandwidth and 

phase margin as
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ì

í

î
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ï
ïïï
ï
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ï

ï
ï
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ï

ï

ï

Kpe = ωg

E *
ex

( )tan ϕm

2

1 + ( )tan ϕm

2

Kie = ω 2
g

E *
ex

1
1 + ( )tan ϕm

2

(25)

In engineering， in order to abtain a good transi‑
tion process of estimated loop， the phase angle mar‑
gin is generally 30°—60° . In order to prevent cross‑
talk with current loop， the bandwidth of estimated 
loop is generally much smaller than that of current 
loop， and it is expected that its bandwidth is slightly 
larger than that of speed loop to ensure that estimat‑
ed loop has a faster response than speed loop［18］， so 
the range of bandwidth of estimated loop is usually 
choosed as

ωsc < ωg ≪ ωcc (26)
where ωsc is the speed loop bandwidth， and ωcc the 
current loop bandwidth. Using the above method to 
design each loop can only roughly estimate the pa‑
rameters and debug it in the way of engineering ex‑
perience， the actual system stability cannot be guar‑
anteed. Therefore， according to the small signal 
model in Section 2.1， this paper analyzes the stabili‑
ty of the system under different estimated loop pa‑
rameters.

The speed loop bandwidth is set to 10 Hz， the 
estimated loop bandwidth is 0—100 Hz， and the 
system root locus of the current loop bandwidth 
changing in the range of 200—1 600 Hz is shown in 
Fig.5.

When the current loop bandwidth is small， the 
root locus of the system is very close to imaginary 

axis， and the stability is poor. When the current 
loop bandwidth is less than 600 Hz， the root locus 
of higher part of estimated loop bandwidth is located 
on the right side of imaginary axis. With the increase 
of current loop bandwidth， the root locus of the sys‑
tem gradually moves away from imaginary axis， 
and the stability is improved. However， when cur‑
rent loop bandwidth is greater than 1 000 Hz， the 
improvement of the system stability is no longer ob‑
vious. It is not meaningful to continue to increase 
current loop bandwidth. Therefore， the current loop 
bandwidth is selected as 1 000 Hz.

Set the current loop closed-loop bandwidth val‑
ue to 1 000 Hz， the speed loop closed-loop band‑
width to 10 Hz， the speed estimation low-pass filter 
to 300 Hz， and the estimated loop phase angle mar‑
gin to 65° . The characteristic root locus of the sys‑
tem when the estimated loop bandwidth is from 0 to 
100 Hz is drawn， and the dominant root locus near 
imaginary axis is selected for analysis， as shown in 
Fig.6.

When the estimated loop bandwidth is low， the 
root locus of the system is on the right side of imagi‑
nary axis， and then gradually moves away from 
imaginary axis to upper left， and then gradually ap‑
proaches imaginary axis and moves upward to right 
after passing an inflection point. It can be seen that 
the system is unstable when the bandwidth of esti‑
mation loop is lower than the bandwidth of speed 
loop； when the bandwidth of estimation loop is in‑
creased， the response speed of the system is acceler‑
ated and the stability is improved； when the band‑

Fig.5　Root locus when estimate loop and current loop 
parameters change

Fig.6　Root locus when estimate loop parameters
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width continues to increase， although the response 
speed of the system increases， the system will oscil‑
late.

Set the angle estimation loop bandwidth at 
45 Hz， and the root locus is drawn with a phase 
margin of 0—80° . As the phase margin increases， 
the root locus of the system moves to left， and the 
damping ratio of estimated loop around 65° is calcu‑
lated to be 0.707. By estimating the root locus when 
loop parameters change， appropriate loop parame‑
ters can be selected according to actual system’s in‑
dex requirements for estimation loop.

The above analysis is only for case where the 
bandwidth of speed loop is 10 Hz. In actual system， 
speed loop also affects system stability. The calcula‑
tion formula of speed loop［19］ is

Kps = Jωsc

Kt
,        Kis = Bωsc

Kt
(27)

where J is the motor torque； Kt the torque coeffi‑
cient of the motor， and its calculation formula is

Kt = 1.5pn ψ f (28)
where ψf is the permanent magnet flux linkage； and 
pn the number of motor pole pairs.

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that when the band‑
width of speed loop changes from 5 Hz to 45 Hz， 
the root locus moves to imaginary axis， and the criti‑
cal point of system stability is 36 Hz. Although the 
increase of speed loop bandwidth can increase the re‑
sponse speed of speed loop， the system stability is 
also reduced accordingly.

Fig.8 shows the root locus of estimated loop 
bandwidth varying from 0 to 100 Hz when the speed 
loop bandwidths are 5， 10， and 15 Hz.

When the bandwidth of speed loop increases 
from 5 Hz to 15 Hz， the system stability decreases， 
and the eigenvalue of lower part of angle loop band‑
width in right half plane of imaginary axis also in‑
creases， that is， the system is unstable when the 
bandwidth of angle loop is smaller than the band‑
width of speed loop. The lower the speed loop band‑
width is， the system stability is improved and the es‑
timated loop parameters are selected to have a larg‑
er stable range， but the speed response is slower.

2. 3 Selection of stable switching interval　

As I/f control given current is constant， and 
the compressor load increases with the increase of 
speed， the higher the speed， the easier it is to lose 
step. Therefore， the selection of a suitable switch‑
ing point between two algorithms is necessary to en‑
sure the success of switching. This section uses 
small-signal model of the system to select the 
switching interval through stability analysis.

Fig. 9 shows the overall root locus of the sys‑
tem and the upper half of the two root locus close to 

Fig.9　Root locus when I/f control rotational speed changes

Fig.8　Root locus when parameters of estimation loop and 
speed loop change

Fig.7　Root locus when speed loop parameters change
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imaginary axis when the rotational speed of I/f 
method changes. Only the two root locus close to 
imaginary axis are analyzed. Since one of them al‑
ways has a negative real part， therefore， only the 
stability analysis of the root locus close to imaginary 
axis is analysed.

The speed of rotor is changed from 0 to 6 000 r/
min， and the step of speed is set as 100 r/min. At 
4 800 r/min， the root locus is closest to imaginary 
axis， and the critical stability range is about 6 000 r/
min. At low speed， the root locus is very close to 
imaginary axis， and the system will oscillate. Simi‑
larly， the root locus of extended back EMF method 
when the rotational speed changes at a low speed is 
analyzed， and the results are shown in Fig.10.

At zero and low speed， the root locus of the 
system is on the right side of imaginary axis， and 
the critical stability value is about 1 100 r/min. As 
the speed continues to increase， the system stability 
increases. The two algorithms are stable within the 
range of 1 100 r/min to 6 000 r/min， and the selec‑
tion of switching point should also be within this 
range to ensure the success of switching and the sta‑
bility of full-speed domain control.

2. 4 Sensitivity and stability analysis of motor 
parameters

The extended back EMF calculation formula in 
algorithm includes stator resistance and q-axis induc‑
tance parameters. Due to the saturation effect of the 
inductance and the motor stator resistance will in‑
crease under high temperature operation， the motor 

parameters will be inaccurate. When the deviation 
between actual resistance of the motor and the resis‑
tance set in algorithm is ΔRs， the observed value of 
d-axis extended back EMF is

êγ_ΔRs
= ( Eex + ΔRs iγ ) sin θ e (29)

When there is a deviation between motor resis‑
tance parameter setting and actual resistance， the 
phase calculated by the back EMF has no deviation， 
only the amplitude is different. When the deviation 
between actual inductance of the motor and the in‑
ductance set in algorithm is ΔLq， the observed value 
of d-axis extended back EMF is

êγ_ΔLq
= E 2

ex +( ωΔLq iδ )2 sin ( θe - Δθ ) (30)

where ΔLq = L *
q - Lq，Δθ = arctan ( )ΔLq iδ

ψ f
.

When the inductance deviation is set as ΔLq in 
algorithm， the calculated value of extended back 
EMF produces the observed phase lag， that is， the 
angle estimation error of Δθ occurs. The lag angle is 
related to ΔLq， δ -axis current and flux linkage， and 
the angle error is more obvious due to the exponen‑
tial relationship between compressor load and rota‑
tional speed［20］. The root locus of inductance chang‑
es under rated conditions is analyzed.

It can be seen from Fig.11 that the real part of 
the system root locus increases with the increase of 
the ratio of reference inductance to actual induc‑
tance， and enters unstable region after exceeding 
the critical value of 1.41， and the sensitivity be‑
comes greater. If the ratio is less than 1， the system 
stability is slightly improved and the sensitivity be‑
comes low.

Fig.11　Root locus when inductance changes

Fig.10　Root locus of extended back-EMF method at low 
speed when rotational speed changes
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3 Experimental Verification 

3. 1 Introduction to experimental platform　

The overall hardware platform of the system in‑
cludes main control board， drive board， main power 
circuit， upper computer， motor and load. The main 
control board is composed of DSPTMS320F28335 
and FPGA （EP2C8Q208I8N） as the core. The 
main power topology is a three-level inverter， each 
phase is composed of two three-level IGBT bridge 
arm modules in parallel， and the DC side is com ‑
posed of upper and lower split capacitors in series. 
The experimental platform of HSPMSM control 
system for electric environmental control is shown 
in Fig.12. The HSPMSM for electric environmental 
control is fed into oil pump through an air compres‑
sor to cool and lubricate the bearing. The motor is 
of air-cooled structure. PT100 thermistor is embed‑
ded in winding， air inlet and outlet bearings. The 
motor temperature can be monitored through tem ‑
perature transmitter.

3. 2 Experimental verification of low‑speed 
startup and switching strategy

Firstly， the I/f startup and switching control 
strategy is verified by experiments. Surface mount‑
ed PMSM is selected， and the parameters are listed 
in Table 1. In Table 1， rated current refers to the 
amplitude of phase current. The reasonable switch‑
ing speed and estimated loop bandwidth obtained in 
Section 2 are 2 000 r/min and 45 Hz， respectively. 
The I/f start-up slope is set to 2 000 （r/min） /s， 
the target start-up speed is 2 000 r/min， when it 

reaches 2 000 r/min， the transition switch is trig‑
gered， and the target speed in switching process is 
set to 5 000 r/min. According to torque current cal‑
culation formula in Section 1.1， the minimum start‑
ing current is 10.22 A. In order to leave a certain 
margin， the current i*

q is set as 15 A.
It can be seen from Fig.13 that the target speed 

reaches 2 000 r/min after about 1 s of open-loop 
startup. As the speed loop is introduced in switching 
phase， the motor current gradually decreases until 
the coordinate system completely transitions to the 
position estimation coordinate system. The wave‑
forms before and after switching are shown in 
Fig.14.

Fig.12　High-speed motor control system experimental plat‑
form for electric environment control

Table 1　Parameters of prototype

Parameter
Number of stator pole

Rated power / kW
Rated current / A

Rated voltage of motor / V
Rated speed / (r·min-1)
Rated torque / (N·m-1)

Phase resistance /Ω
Phase inductance /μH

Rotor flux linkage / Wb
Moment of inertia / (kg·m3)
Switching frequency / Hz

Value
1

45
155
540

40 000
10.42

0.005 3
181.47
0.045 6
3e-4
16 000

Fig.14　Transition process angle waveform

Fig.13　Smooth transition switching process current and 
speed waveform
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3. 3 Loop parameter design and motor parame‑
ter sensitivity test verification　

The bandwidth of different angle estimation 
loop and speed loop is verified by experiments.

As shown in Fig.15， when the bandwidth of 
angle estimation loop is 30 Hz， the maximum angle 
error reaches 0.104 rad during speed increase pro‑
cess， and the speed overshoot is serious. The maxi‑
mum current is about 50 A. The system is stable 
but there is a large estimation error. According to 
the root locus analysis results in Section 2， when 
the bandwidth of angle estimation loop is 45 Hz， the 
maximum angle error is about 0.025 rad， the maxi‑
mum current is 35 A， the steady-state error of angle 
estimation is almost zero， and the steady-state 
speed fluctuation is small. It can be judged that the 
decrease of estimated loop bandwidth can reduce the 
steady-state estimated speed ripple， but the estima‑
tion error in the speed increase process is increased.

Although increasing estimated loop bandwidth 
can improve its dynamic performance， the root lo‑
cus analysis shows that the continuous increase of 
estimated loop bandwidth will lead to system insta‑
bility. Fig.16（a） shows the experimental waveform 
of 60 Hz estimated loop bandwidth. The estimation 
error during speed increase is almost zero， but the 
high-frequency ripple of speed estimation is more ob‑
vious. In addition， under 60 Hz estimated loop band‑
width， change the speed loop bandwidth to 20 Hz， 
as shown in Fig.16（b）， the speed response oscilla‑
tion intensifies.

Since the motor parameters only change when 
the temperature is high and the inductance is saturat‑
ed， the parameter error is simulated by changing the 
reference inductances l *

q  and r *
s  in the control algo‑

rithm， and the influence of parameter inductance on 
the control system is judged by the phase current 
and whether the speed is stable. The results are 
shown in Fig.17.

When the ratio of reference inductance to actu‑
al inductance is 0.625， current increases at fixed 
speed due to the increase of angle error， and the sys‑
tem is still stable. When the ratio of reference induc‑
tance to actual inductance is 1.25， it diverges at 
about 34 000 r/min， and there is a small deviation 
between the result and the unstable point of theoreti‑
cal analysis. It is speculated that it is caused by in‑
ductance change or measurement error in actual 
working conditions. When the stator resistance 
changes， the control algorithm is hardly affected.

Fig.16　Speed response at different loop bandwidths

Fig.15　Speed-up response under different loop bandwidths Fig.17　Magnitude of current when inductance changes in 
control algorithm
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3. 4 Verification of sensorless control and func‑
tion of electric environmental control sys‑
tem in medium and high speed section　

In order to verify the stability of sensorless con‑
trol algorithm in high-speed， the steady-state speed 
experiment of 40 000 r/min is carried out.

Fig.18 shows the estimated angle and phase 
current waveform at the speed of 40 000 r/min， the 
system can run stably， and the sinusoidal degree of 
current waveform is good. The phase current ampli‑
tude is 155 A， the DC side input power is 45 kW， 
and the current frequency is 666.67 Hz.

4 Conclusions 

Based on the 40 000 r/min， 45 kW HSPMSM 
for electric environment control experimental plat‑
form， this paper analyzes full speed domain stability 
of the sensorless control method combined with the 
I/f startup method and the extended back EMF 
method and carries out relevant experiments. Final‑
ly， the following conclusions are drawn：

（1） A global stability design and analysis meth‑
od for full speed domain sensorless control system 
of high-speed motor is proposed. Using the small 
signal analysis method， the parameters of estima‑

tion loop and outer loops under extended back EMF 
method are designed， and the overall trend of the 
system stability with loop parameters is obtained. 
The specific parameters are further determined 
based on dynamic index.

（2） Using stability analysis， the maximum sta‑
ble operation frequency of I/f method and the mini‑
mum stable operation frequency of extended back 
EMF method are determined， and the switching sta‑
bility region of sensorless control is obtained. Based 
on this， the switching range of the system is 1 100—  
6 000 r/min， realizing the stable operation in full 
speed region.

（3） The influence of motor parameters on the 
stability and sensitivity of the system is analyzed. It 
is concluded that under the extended back EMF 
method， when Lq

*/Lq=0.5—1， the sensitivity of 
the system is low and the influence on robustness of 
the system is not obvious； When Lq

*/Lq=1—1.5， 
the sensitivity of the system increases significantly. 
The critical stable value of the system inductance is 
Lq

*/Lq=1.41. The influence of resistance variation 
on system stability can be almost ignored.
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飞机电动环控用高速电机全速域无位置控制稳定性分析

郝振洋， 张 雅， 汪禹萱， 曹 鑫， 张嘉文
（南京航空航天大学自动化学院, 南京  211106, 中国）

摘要：以飞机电动环控用高速永磁同步电机（High‑speed permanent magnet synchronous motor，HSPMSM）控制

系统为研究对象，考虑到 HSPMSM 无传感器控制的研究主要集中在算法实现和转子估计误差消除方面，本文提

出了一种基于小信号分析的无传感器全速控制全局稳定性分析和参数设计方法。该方法在扩展反电动势法的

基础上设计了位置估计环的参数，并建立了位置估计环和速度环的参数对系统稳定性的影响。其次，本文使用

根轨迹来设计 I/f 控制能够运行的最高转速和扩展反电动势法能够运行的最低转速，以确定算法切换的稳定转

速。同时分析了电机参数在高温下的灵敏度。最后，在 45 kW、4 000 r/min 表贴式 HSPMSM 上进行了全速域电

动环控实验。结果表明，本文设计的回路参数和切换转速具有更好的动态和稳态性能，参数的灵敏度与理论分

析一致，为 HSPMSM 的全局参数设计和灵敏度分析提供了可行的思路。

关键词：电动环控系统；高速永磁同步电机；全速域无位置传感器控制；扩展反电势法；小信号分析；参数鲁棒性
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